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Abstract
Weather o
observationss are conventionally p
performed by
b C-band weather raadars with spatial and
d
temporal rresolution of
o 1 km and
d 5 min, re spectively. However, in recent yeears, C-ban
nd weatherr
radars havve been upgraded
u
frrom single to dual-po
olarimetric to improvee the quality of theirr
measurem
ments. Still, these
t
spatia
al and temp
poral resolu
utions mightt be undesiirable for the detection
n
of localize
ed heavy ra
ainfall which might be
e necessary
y to model fast rainfaall-runoff prrocesses in
n
urbanized areas. Th
herefore, X-band
X
wea
ather radarrs have be
een introduuced to inc
crease the
e
resolution of rainfall ra
ate (R) estim
mation. Forr example, in the USA, a network of dual-pola
arimetric X-band radars has bee
en used to estimate ra
ainfall rates of severe storms at hhigh-resolution (Wang
g
and Chand
drasekar, 20
010). In We
estern Euro
ope, the RainGain project includess a network
k of X-band
d
radars to o
obtain high-resolution rainfall
r
ratess to cope wiith urban flo
ooding (httpp://www.rain
ngain.edu).
For dual-p
polarimetric radars, se
everal rainffall rate esttimators ha
ave been bbased on the
t
specificc
differential phase (K
Kdp) because
e of its ind
dependenc
ce to radar miscalibraation and attenuation.
a
.
However, ttypical estim
mations of Kdp require
e a substantial amountt of smoothhing processes. In thiss
work, a ne
ew method
d to estima
ate Kdp for X-band fre
equencies is introduceed. The method
m
is a
modified ve
ersion of th
he one given
n by Otto a nd Russche
enberg (201
11) in orderr to control its inherentt
bias-varian
nce dilemm
ma. In add
dition, the variance of
o the Kdp estimatorr was mathematicallyy
formulated
d for a quallity control scheme. F or moderatte and conv
vective storrms, the es
stimation off
rainfall rate
e was given
n by a R–Kdp
power-law
w
relation.
d

Fig 1: a) Propagation differential phase, Φdpp, constructe
ed from the new estimaation of Kdp. b) Rainfalll
rate intenssities by IDR
RA (blue line
es) and sim
mulated C-ba
and (black line).
method wass applied to
o a storm evvent observ
ved by the dual-polarim
d
metric X-band weatherr
The new m
radar, IDR
RA hereafterr, in the Ne
etherlands o
on June 28
8 2011. To show
s
the pperformance
e of the Kdpp
estimator, the propag
gation differential pha se (Φdp) was success
sfully reconnstructed as
s shown in
n
e impact off spatial and
d temporal resolutions on the varriability of ra
ainfall ratess
Fig 1a). Moreover, the
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is shown in Fig 1b). Estimated rainfall rates at 30 m and 1 min resolutions using IDRA were
averaged and under-sampled at 1 km and 5 min, respectively, to simulate rainfall rates from Cband radars. Results have shown that the estimated Kdp and rainfall rate were able to retain the
spatial variability of the storm at scales of tens of meters. Furthermore, they were able to produce a
variance similar to or less than those of conventional methods. It is foreseen that the proposed
method for dual-polarimetric X-band weather radars will improve the quality of radar-based rainfall
estimations in real-time as recommended by the urban-hydrology community.
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